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ABSTRACT

A high-statistica search for the production of narrcw pp scates

with a p bea=: at 5 CeV/c finds no evidence for such stages from

threshold up to 2.3 GeV. In particular, we set an upper limit (951

C.L.) of 9 nb for any state below 1.9S GeV with F < 5 MeV in the

reaction pp -* ppir°.

1. INTRODUCTION

The existence of narrow NN states, a subject of

considerable interest to experimentalists and theor-

ists alike, has been increasingly called into ques-

tion over the last few years. The original observa-

tion of narrow states produced by baryon exchange1'

has been contradicted by subsequent experiments2'3 ,

whilst the existence of a narrow pp state (F<5 MeV)

with 193S MeV mass seen in some formation**5 and

produccion experiments*' has noc been confirmed by

later ones7"*9'. However, the situation concerning

the existence of this state is still unsettled. The

data of Hamilton et al.7' are consistent with the

existence at that mass of an object broader (f >

> 20 MeV) Chan previously claimed, vith a cross-

section about 2Z of the annihilation cross-section.

A new experiment10' which claims much better resolu-

tion than Hamilton et al. seems to confirm the pre-

vious observation by Bruckner et al.*' of a narrow

state (f < 4 MeV) with cross-section ^ 5Z of the

annihilation cross-section. The most recent result

is that of Suniyoshi et al., which seems inconsistent
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with the existence of either a narrow or a broad

object11 , Additional information is clearly still

needed.

Ic is natural to expect that a state seen in pp

formation should be observable in baryon exchange

processes, and the most suitable reactions would be

of the type

PP •* Cpp)f (1)

where (pp)f is fast in the laboratory system, and X
s

i« the recoil system. The use of « p beau? allows one

to study pp systems produced by baryou exchange in

the forward direction (where detection and identifi-

cation are easier) with relatively low beam momentum

and low recoil mass so that the cross-sections are

large. In a previous publication3' ve reported on a

preliminary analysis of reaction (1) with a p beam

at 5 GeV/c. In this paper ve have dropped some re-

strictive requirements on the data, thereby increas-

ing our acceptance, particularly at low pp masses,

by as much as a factor of 20 without substantial in-

crease in the background.

2. EXPERIMENTAL LAYOUT

The experiment- vas conducted at the firookhaven

National Laboratory nultiparticle spectrometer (MPS)

with a 5 CeV/c separated p beam incident on a 60 en

Long liquid-hydrogen target. The layout of ch* baam,



known ai the medium-energy icpmrtttd bean (MESB), is

deicribed in detail elsewhere12). Typical bean in-

tcmitiea achieved with the MESB tuned to 5 GeV/c

antiprotoni were 40,000 p's per ACS pulse with

2 x 1O11 protons incident on the production target.

The apparatus for the experiment it shown in

Fig. 1. It consists of the MPS magnet filled with

an array of ipark chamber nodules for measuring

charged particle trajectories; two multiwire pro-

portional chamber* (MWPCs) (Tl and T2) for triggering

purpoies; and, downstream of the MPS magnet, a large

high-pressure gas Cerenkov counter CC7) with Y

threshold of 10, and two scintillator hodascopes (HS

and H7). Detailed descriptions of the various ele-

ments of the MPS can be found in another paper13'.

MPS MAGNET

m e 10

Fig. 1 Scheoatic diagram of the experimental layout:
Tl and T2 are planar MWPCs; H7 snd HS are scintil-
lation counter hodoicopea; C7 is the high-pressure
Cerenkov counter. All these elements have been used
in the triggers. Sj_, SR and Sp are regions with
capacitive read-out spark chambers. SX and SY are
regions with nagnetostrictive read-out spark cham-
bers. The HI'S nagnet was set at 0.5 T (the direction
of the field points into che paper).

The trigger required a fast forward proton or X*

with a xwucntua of 1.2 CeV/c. The momentum of the

trigger particle was selected by a three-dinensional

coincidence-matrix logic lystcn. It consisted of two

random-access memories'*' (RAH1 snd KAH2). The input

signals to KAMI were (I1,T2,HS) and to RAM2 CT1.T2,

C7-H7). The RAMl'system selected eventiTheving posi-

tive tracks in the required momentum and angulsr

range. The RAM2 systea ensured that the momentum-

selected tracks went through che C7 fiducial volume

and, by using C7 f a veto, rejected if-'s accepted by

RAM1. For momenta greater than 1.8 CeV/c the SAM

and RAM2 coincidence rejected more than 99S of the

n*'s. In Fig. 2 we show the efficiency of C7 as a

function of n* momentum. Th« n's were obtained froo

K" •» u*7i"it" decays using the 5 "CeV/c K~ beao. Clearly,

if ve keep events with p > 1.6 CeV/c, the it* contami-

nation in our samplt uiil remain quite snail.

1.6 2.0

P(GeV/c)

2.4

Fig. 2 Efficiency for detecting it's with C7 as a
function of momentum p

3. DATA SELECTION

Table 1 lists the pertinent fluxes and rates of

this p beam experiment and a companion K~ beam ex-

periment, each at S GeV/c. whilst this paper focuses

on,' the p beam data, fcec results from che K~ bean

wî ll also be presented to check the quality of the

data. The two experiments <p and K~) were identical

in all respects except for the beam. The triggers

were processed through pattern recognition and track

fitting programs on the BNL CDC 7600 computer (where

the processing tine was about 250 ms per event).

The reaction studied was

PP -» <PP>f,st •
 x° .

where X° is composed of neutral and charged pions.

'Table 1

Data rates for the p beam snd the
companion X~ beam experiment

Particles

Number of

per pulse

hours

Total flux

Trigger rate

Number of triggers

P

40,000

70
2.7 x 10*

1/3500

7.7 x 10»

is.
300

4.S

K~

000

x 10*

1/1500

3 x 10'



The event selection process included the following

requirement!:

i) a reconstructed vertex inside the liquid*

hydrogen target;

ii) a positive non-pion pa: tide with momentum >

> 2.6 GeV/c, satisfying che RAM trigger

requirement;

iii) at lease one additional negative reconstructed

particle.

Even though the hardware trigger required condition

(ii) above, not all the recorded events satisfied

this requirement, since multitrack events can fake

the RAM requirement and the RAM momentum cut ii

racher loose. A total of 192,000 events satisfied

the above criteria. The additional requirement that

a negative track with momentum greater than 1.6 CeV/c

go through C7, i.e. identifying the negative track as

a non-pion, reduced the sample to 7.000 event*. This

reduced sample of events was published in Ref. 3.

The purpose of this experiment is to look for

narrow pp resonances. However, our identification

and selection process will also accept pit" and pK~,

aa well as K*TT, K*K", and pK*. These unwanted com-

binations create a background* but a narrow pp peak

should still be recognized. In order to reduce kine-

matic reflections from non-pp events, several cuts

were applied to the data. Ti.e notation to be used

for aisiing-macs calculations is as follows: for the

reaction pp •* pp + X°, MM2(pp) neans the square of

che mass of X° calculated aa a missing ou<« with the

masses of the positive and negative particles assumed

to be p and p, respectively.

The acceptance for both the pesitive and the

negative particle entering C7 is small {IX to 2Z)

and severely reduces the angular coverage. For this

reason, only the positive particle is required to be

identified by C7. Also, 302 of che events contain

more than one negative particle, and chis leads to

some combinatorial background. A series of cues

were applied to the data r.o enhance the pp signal

relative to the background without drastically re-

ducing the statistics of the signal, First* the mass

o£ the pp system was restricted to b« below 2.3 CeV;

this reduces Che combinatorial background. In order

to reduce the K~p and pK* contamination, the second

selection required that -0.15 <MMz(pp) < 0.76 GeV2.

Events wich pK+ or K~p are accompanied by at least a

A or A, and will hence have a nissing mass squared

greater than 0.76 GeV2. The lower bound of the sec-

ond selection affects only K*K~ or K+n~ events, with-

out appreciably reducing the pp saaple. Resonances

. in pp should be produced by baryon exchange and should

be peripheral. A third cut, -t - < 0.6 (GeV/c)2, was

therefore applied, reducing the sample to 58,000

events of which only 5Z have aore than one pp combi-

nation due to multiple negative cracks. For the re-

maining discussion, if more than one pp hypothesis

exists, then the one with the lowest |tp-.| has been

used.

One way to measure how well the pK+ and K'p pos-

sibilities have been removed is to study the hypo-

thesis pp — pK*X°. Figure 3 shows various pK* oass

spectra. In Fig. 3a, only a c cut, -t +<0.6 (GeV/c)2,

has been applied. The AC152O) -» pK* is unquestionably

visible. The additional requirement 1.05 < !012(pK*) <

< 1.45 CeV2 (i.e. selecting missing A) greatly enhances

the JH1520), as shown in Fig. 3b. Figure 4 shews the

MM2(pK*) spectrta for events in the A(1520) peak, i.e.

1.505 < M(pK*) < 1.530 CeV and -c_K+ < 0.6 (CeV/c)
2.

Fig. 3 a) M(jpK*) for all pairs, satisfying -t=K« <
< 0.6 (CeV/c)s; b) the same as (a) but, in addition,
requiring 1.05 < MH*(piC*) < 1.45 C*V* and including,
in case of ambiguity, only th- pair wich lowest
-t-g+; the solid line is the result of a fit with a .
simple Breit-Wigner plus quadratic background; c)
HCJIC*) for events requiring -t.. < 0.6 (CeV/c)2 and
-0.15 < MH2(pp)< 0.76 CeV1.
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Fig. A MM2(pK*) spectrum for events with 1.505 <
< M(pK*) < 1.530 CeV and -tjK* < O.b (CeV/c)

2

The A peak ii greatly enhanced and Che number of A's

arc close Co Che number of A(1520) events, indicating

that most of Che A(152O) come from the reaction pp —

•» A(1S2O)A. If, instead, the second and third cues

arc applied, i.e. -0.15 < MM2(pp) < 0.76 (CeV)2 to-

gether wich -t - < 0.6 (GeV/c)2, no A(1S2O) peak, is

observed (sec Fig. 3c). This shows that the three

cuts effectively remove all pK* events. We thus con-

clude thsc after the cuts the contamination of pK*

events in the pp sample is negligible and a similar

argument also applies to the K~p events. Figure 5

shows the HM*(pp) for events thac pass the first and

third cuts. The n* and (p,u) peaks are clearly evi- .

dent. The third peak at 0.9 to 1.0 (CeV)2 is the re-

-0.2 O.2 0.6 1.0

M M J (pp) GeV2

1.6

Fit. 5 HM2(pp) spectrum for events with -trj <
'•• 6.6 (CeV/c)s and M(pp) < 2.3 CeV. If Bore than
one pair per event satisfy Che requirements, we
include only the one with smallest -t. The shaded
events under the first peak are two-prong events.
The iihadcd events under the third peak are those
for which 1.05 < MM2(?K*) < 1.45 CeV*.

flection of the A from the pK* -events. The cross-

hatched events under this third peak correspond to

the tame events where 1.05 < MM2(pK*) < 1.45 (CeV)2,

i.e. events in the A missing-mass peak. Clearly the

third peak it almost entirely due to pK* events, and

so a MM2(pp) < 0.76 CeV2 cut eliminates most of this

background. The low nuober of events with MM2(pp) <

< 0.15 CeV2 indicates that the background from K+K"

and K*n~ events is small. The.cross-hatched events

under the first peak, -0.2 < MM2(pp) < 0.25 CeV2, are

two-prong events. Over 97J of the events in that

region are two-prong, as expected if they come uosdy

from the reaction pp -» pp7i°.

The /I (1520) peak can be used to check the experi-

mental r.a.a. resolution. A fit to the pK* spectrum

with a Breic-Wigner plus a quadratic background (as-

suming O - 3 MeV, the calculated value of the reso-

lution) gives m - 1S17 ± 1 HeV and T - 13 i 2 MeV,

compared to the world average values of 1519.5 ±

t 1.5 HeV and 15.5 i 1.5 MeV, respectively15'. A

better check of our resolution ac low masses comes

from reconstructed $ -» K*K~ decays. Figure 6a shows

evencs for K~p -» K*K" • X° and K*K" * A in 1 MeV

Kig. 6 a) M(K*K") spectrum for K"p - K*K"X and
K~p -* K*K~A. The solid line is a result of a fit to
a simple Breit-Wigner, keeping T fixed at 4.1 MeV
plus a quadratic background; b) M(K*X~) spectrum
(o) for pp -» K*K"X, all combinations. The solid line
is a fit to a siaple Breit-Wigner with parameters
fixed to the values obtained in (a) plus a quadratic
background. The black dots are the same events re-
quiring -0.15 < MM2(pp) < 0.76 CeV2 and -t _ <
< 0.6 (CeV/c)2. «•



bins in the <J> region. Fitting these events co a

Breit-Wigner plus quedratic background and assuming

P - 4.1 MeV, eWes O-2.6 HeV and a - 1020.11 0.2 HeV,

to be compared with the world average value of

2029.6 t 0.2 MeV. This shows that any systematic

errors in Che mass calculation are small. The 0 ob-

tained from the fit agrees well with the calculated

value of 2.5 MeV. Figure 6b ahows the K*K~ spectrum

for the hypothesis pp •• K*K~ • X* with no cues.

Most of che events are not K*K~, but a scull i sig-

nal can be seen, at the right mass and with the ex-

pected width, above a very large background. At the

peak the signal-to-backgrrund ratio is 1/7. Fig-

ure 6b (black dots) shows the same spectrum after

cuts two and three, i.e. -0.15 < HM2(pp) <requiring

< 0.76 Ce p p

evidence of any $ production, consistent with the

< 0.76 CeVJ and -tpp < 0.6 (GeV/c)
2; there is no

expectation that after these three cuts the contri-

bution from events other than pp is negligible.

4. " LIMITS OH HARROW pp STATES

In Figs. 7A and 7B we show the pp mass spectra,

in 5 HeV bins below 2.0 GeV and 10 HeV bins above

2.0 CeV, after requiring -0.15 < MK2(pp) < 0.76 CeV1,

"CPP * °'6 ' G e V / c ) 2 an<1« i £ °° t e t n a n o n e combination

satisfies those cuts, keeping only the one with low-

est -t -. Clearly no significant structure is pre-

sent for these events, nor is there any if we select

ppn', defined as two-prong events with 0.15 <

< WM2(pp) < 0.2 GeV2, or pp(p+u), defined as events

with 0.44 < MHz(pp) < 0.76 GeV2.

To calculate the acceptances, Monte Carlo events

were generated for reactions pp •* ppX as functions

Fig. 7A Below 2.0 CeV in 5 HeV bins:

calculated efficiency.
Fig. 711 Above 2.0 GeV in 10 HeV bins: same as Fig. 7A (a-c).



of pp mass and pp missing mass with a t^'Ot prociuc-

cion distribution and iiocropic angular decay dis-

tribution. The generated event* vere put through

the trigger requirements and the reconstruction pro-

grams • The geometrical acceptance and program ef-

ficiency is quite large* ranging from 65Z near

threshold to 201 above 2.1 CeV (these include the

-t < 0.6 CeV2/c2 cut). An additional 30Z loss oc-

curs from inefficiencies in the trigger elements,

beam losses, ecc. The final efficiencies as a func-

tion of mass are shown in Figs. 7A and 7B; these

efficiencies assume iaotropic decay angular

distributions.

To check the efficiency calculation we used the

reaction K~p •» 4>A. * •» K*K", for which we have a

fairly clean signal, and the contribution from K~p -»

•» $£' seems to be small (see Fig. 8). The over-all

flux for the K~ data is 11 nb"1, and the efficiency

for reconstructing K~p •* o>A is 20 * 1Z. This is sub-

stantially lower than for low-mass pp pairs because

at K decays. A fit to the observed events gives

28,500 s 200 $'s from which we obtain a cross-section

of 13 i 1 pb; the error comes from uncertainties in

the Monte Carlo calculations. The estimated cross-

section for this reaction from the world compila-

tion1*' is 17 i 2 lib, compatible with ours.

The total flux for the p beam is 6.0 nb"1, and

using the acceptances shown in Figs. 7 A and 7B we ob-

tain the 20 upper limits given in Table 2. Between

Table 2'

Production cross-section upper limits
(95Z confidence level)

1.5 2.0

MM'lCtV]1

Fig. 8 KM*(K*K") spectrum from reactic. K~p •»
K*K~ • X requiring 1.01* < M(K*IT} < 1.026 CeV

MCpp)

(CeV)

< 1.95

1.95-2.0

2.0 -2.05

2.05-2.2 .

r
(MeV)

< 5

< 10

< 10

< 20

n*

[o(cb)]

9

17

19

26

[a(nb)]

15
26

31

55

"Inclusive"

20

36

39

58

the threshold and 1.95 GeV our effective-mass reso-

lution varies from 2.0 to 3,0 MeV, so we can give

limits for states with r < i MeV. They range from

9 nb for ppn° to 20 nb for pp inclusive (inclusive

are events with 0.15 < MM* < 0.76). The resolution

varies from 3 MeV to 6 MeV between 1.95 and 2.OS CeV;

thus we give limits in that region for T < 10 MeV,

whilst by 2.2 GeV it is t 10 MeV, so limci are given

for r < 20 MeV above 2.05 CeV. It is worth pointing

out that the limit in the S region (1935 MeV) it< 8X

of the "inclusive" cross-section. This is to be com-

pared with the observation of the 5 as 51 of the

annihilation cross-section in formation experi-

oentss'10'. The very good angular acceptance below

1.95 CeV implies thac our limit is independent of the

angular distribution. Above 2.05 CeV it is important

to keep in mind that these limits are for isotropic

decay angular dittribucic.il. The variation can be

substantial if the decay angular distribution is

highly asyosetric.

5. CONCLUSION

A high-statistics search for the production of

narrow pp states with a p beam at 5 CeV/c was con-

ducted with negative results. The experiment had

good resolution and particularly good and uniform

acceptance at low masses, < 1.95 CeV. These enabled

us to set upper limits (95X C.L.) of 9 nb for pp •»

•• ppflfl, 15 ob for pp -* pp(p*w), and 20 nb tax pp •*

- ppX° (where X* is defined by -0.15 < KM^pp) <

< 0.76 GeV2) for the production of states with

r < 5 MeV. From 1.95 to 2.05 GeV our limits ranged

from 20 to 40 nb for T < 10 MeV and above 2.05 CeV

from 30 to 60 nb for T < 20 MeV. These upper limits

ar« typically a factor of five lower than the ones

previously published for the same reactions
9'.
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